The organization of animal genomes into topologically associating domains (TADs) provides a structural scaffold in which cis-regulatory elements (CREs) operate on their target genes.
Introduction
Gene transcription is regulated by cis-regulatory elements (CREs) that can be found at large distances from the genes they control [1,2,3·] . The genome territory containing all CREs regulating a particular promoter is defined as the regulatory landscape (RL) of the gene. The widespread distribution of CREs over extended RLs requires a precise coordination to bridge these long genomic distances and to ensure precise gene activation. A mechanistic framework on how cis-regulatory information is organized in the genome largely derives from chromosome conformation capture (3C) techniques, which measure physical proximity and frequency of DNA sequences in the nucleus [4] . High-throughput 3C approaches such as Hi-C [5, 6] have revealed that, at the sub-megabase scale, mammalian genomes form so called topologically associating domains (TADs) [6, 7] . High frequency chromatin interactions are favored within TADs and insulated between neighboring TADs (reviewed in [8] ). This organization facilitates robust gene expression control by remote CREs within TADs and prevents non-specific CREpromoter interactions between neighboring domains [3·] (Figure 1a) . Remarkably, functional studies using random insertions of a naive reporter gene in mouse showed that TADs overlap to a large degree with RLs [9, 10] . The discovery of this topological organization of chromatin has tremendously improved our view on how the regulatory information is organized in the genome.
Here we will discuss recent work, revealing the relations between TADs and genome evolution, human diseases and gene expression during cell differentiation.
Evolutionary conservation of TADs and regulatory landscapes
Comparative analysis of Hi-C data in several species has demonstrated that TADs and their boundaries have been maintained in conserved syntenic regions during mammalian evolution, suggesting that TADs and even TAD boundary locations may be conserved features of animal genomes [6, 11] . In support of this, it has been shown that the TAD boundary bisecting the Six gene clusters is not only conserved in all vertebrates, but is also present in echinoderms, indicating a deep evolutionary origin of some TADs [12] . However, due to the lack of Hi-C data in non-mammalian vertebrates and most invertebrates, it is not feasible to determine how general this conservation is. Research studying evolutionary conserved non-coding elements (CNEs) has provided some insight on this issue. CNEs are arranged in syntenic arrays especially around key developmental genes [13, 14] and their collinearity is referred to as genomic regulatory blocks (GRBs) [15, 16] . Recent work comparing GRBs between species shows that GRB boundaries appear as conserved features among all vertebrates [17··]. Strikingly, the identified GRB boundaries are highly predictive for TAD boundaries both in humans and in Drosophila and largely define the RLs of the corresponding developmental genes. Comparisons of GRB-TADs of homologous regions for key developmental regulators in human and Drosophila show similar patterns of topological constraints, suggesting that the basic chromatin structure of these loci has existed over hundreds of millions of years in bilaterian genomes
[17··]. These observations strongly suggest that, at least around developmental genes, TADs are evolutionarily conserved genomic features, likely required to maintain the integrity of cisregulatory relationships.
Mechanism of TAD reorganization during evolution
During the course of evolution, animal genomes undergo extensive reorganization, changing the relative order of syntenic blocks and TADs. However, this reorganization is biased as evolutionary-associated breakpoints are non-randomly distributed across different lineages and overlap more often than expected [18, 19] . Reconstruction of ancestral genomes and statistical modeling of several chromatin features link the putative breakpoints to open chromatin and chromatin regions that physical interact [20] . It is therefore plausible that in addition to a negative selection against TAD disruption, TAD boundaries themselves could be hotspots for recombination [20, 21] . Recent advances in disentangling the molecular processes involved in TAD formation in mammals demonstrate how genomes can be reorganized while preserving the modular nature of TADs. High resolution Hi-C has revealed that TAD boundaries flanking TADs strongly interact with each other, forming anchors of chromatin loops. These loop anchors have been found to depend on the binding of architecture proteins such as CTCF and Cohesin [22, 23] . The depletion of either of these two components in mammalian cells disrupts these loops, reduces internal TAD contacts and elevates interactions between insulated TADs, resulting in alteration of gene expression [24·,25·]. The recently proposed loop extrusion model helps to explain these observations [22, 26] (Figure 1b) . The model proposes that ring-shaped Cohesin complexes bind to chromatin and extrude the chromatin fiber to form chromatin loops.
The extrusion is transiently stabilized, when Cohesin reaches CTCF proteins bound at distally located binding sites in head-to-head configuration. The process is likely to be dynamic, whereby the Cohesin complex extrudes chromatin, terminates at CTCF, falls off and starts again. The loop extrusion model can interpret both the high internal interaction frequency and the insulation property of TADs, as the dynamic process of extrusion increases the probability of CRE-promoter contacts on the extruded chromatin within TAD [22, 26] . This suggests that the forces that act on the chromatin fiber during TAD formation can be released by TOP2B, while preserving TAD integrity. This observation provides a rationale for the evolutionary constraints in respect to CTCF-binding sites at TAD boundaries and in contrast to the binding-sites located within TADs. The former are more conserved at the sequence level, they exhibit a stronger binding strength and are constitutively bound by CTCF throughout development [11, 23] . Therefore, these features could be a direct reflection of forces acting on TAD boundaries to preserve cis-regulatory integrity within TADs. TAD boundaries are vulnerable to DSBs, which can lead to a modular reshuffling of TADs during genome reorganization [27··] (Figure 1c) . Indeed, Hi-C analysis in different mammalian species has shown that all identified synteny breaks map to boundaries between TADs and do not compromise TADs [11] .
TAD restructuring in disease
In contrast, CTCF/Cohesin-associated DSBs occurring within TADs could also be the molecular substrate for human pathologies [27] . Genomic rearrangements affecting the TAD structure reshuffle RLs, leading to ectopic interactions that expose CREs to new target genes and consequently causing instant gene regulation changes (reviewed in [29] ) (Figure 1d ). For instance, deletions that overlap with boundary regions are frequently associated with T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia's. Deletions of these boundaries in non-malignant cells induce ectopic interactions of previously insulated genomic regions, which is sufficient for protooncogene activation [30] . Similarly, translocations in patients with alveolar rhabdoymosarcoma are associated with the fusion of PAX3 and FOXO1 genes [31] . The translocation also fuses the regulatory landscapes of both genes, generating a novel TAD. This configuration leads to ectopic interaction of FOXO1 regulatory sequences with the PAX3 promoter, which likely results in ectopic expression of PAX3:FOXO1 in cell lineages associated with alveolar rhabdoymosarcomas [32] . Ectopic expression of PAX3 is also associated with limb malformations [33] . promoter [35] .
TAD restructuring during evolution
Despite the deleterious effects of CREs and gene rewiring during TAD restructuring in disease, few reports suggest that such alterations have contributed to gene expression changes important for evolutionary novelties. In vertebrate HoxA and HoxD clusters, the 5' and 3' genes are located in different TADs [1, [36] [37] [38] . The partitioning of the clusters by a TAD boundary contributes to keep the regulatory information acting on 5' and 3' Hox genes largely separated.
This separation is critical for proper development of different structures and organs, among them the vertebrate appendages (reviewed in [39] ). In contrast, the single ancestral Hox cluster in the cephalochordate amphioxus is not partitioned by a TAD boundary [40··] . Instead, a single TAD contains the whole cluster and the 3' flanking neighborhood that harbors several longdistance CREs. Accordingly, the synteny between vertebrate and amphioxus around the cluster is conserved in the 3' region but not in the 5' genomic territory. Therefore, it is likely that a genomic reorganization at the 5' region of the Hox cluster at the base of the vertebrates was important for the evolution of critical 5' CREs essential for vertebrate novelties. Most likely, the appearance of these CREs required the generation of a new TAD to separate the regulatory information associated with 3' and 5' genes [40··] . Similarly, the genomic region around the Sonic hedgehog (Shh) gene emerged by a chromosome rearrangement at the base of the vertebrate lineage, which allowed the recruitment and incorporation of the Lmbr1 gene to the Shh TAD [3, 41] . The intron 5 of Lmbr1 became a substrate for the emergence of the Shh longdistance ZRS enhancer, a critical CRE for unpaired and paired fin evolution [42] . Interestingly, a recent study investigating hindbrain boundary formation in different fish species provides a more detailed picture about the molecular events leading to novel morphological structures 
Intra TAD connections fine-tune gene expression during differentiation and evolution
In contrast to the conserved and invariant nature of TAD boundaries during evolution and throughout development, intra-TAD chromatin interactions undergo extensive changes during cell differentiation. In addition to the role of CTCF at TAD boundaries, CTCF binding patterns show a high degree of cell variability. Genome-wide CTCF occupancy patterns have revealed approximately 110000 CTCF-binding sites across 40 human cell types with 80% of them being cell-type specific [44] . These variable sites have been shown to be engaged in architectural loops within TADs and to mediate interactions between promoters and active CREs [23,45, see also 46] . High resolution Hi-C in human cell lines has shown that TADs are further sub-divided into nested structures consisting of smaller loop domains [23] . However, and in contrast to larger TADs, these sub-structures are more variable across cell types and possibly contribute to tissue-specific gene expression [8] . For instance, Hi-C analyses across several human cell lines and primary tissues have identified frequently interacting regions (FIREs) that are restricted within smaller sub structures. The local changes are associated with active CREs near genes with tissue specific functions [47] . These observation and previous studies suggest that CREspromoter interactions can be further restrained in a more cell-type-specific organization within TADs [47] [48] [49] . Cell-type-specific interactions involve transcription factors bound at CREs and protein complexes, such as Mediator and Cohesin, which physically and functionally connect CREs with the transcriptional machinery of promoters [49, 50] . Additionally, the architectural protein Yin Yang1 (YY1) has also been recently described to mediate specific CRE-promoter interactions within TADs [51·,52··]. However, the dynamics and hierarchical relationship of tissue-specific and CTCF-mediated loop interactions remain poorly understood. Recently evolved CTCF binding sites in primary liver cells of mouse, dog or macaque can mediate local chromatin changes within TADs that are frequently associated with differential gene expression [11] . It is therefore appealing to speculate that changes in intra-TAD interactions, such as CTCF-mediated looping, contribute to gene expression changes and consequently to interspecies differences.
Concluding remarks
Despite the current more realistic picture about topological organization of RLs and how alterations of TAD structure can modify gene regulation in disease and during evolution, we still lack precise knowledge of how CREs operate within the structural context of TADs. A detailed understanding of the mechanisms that facilitate functional interactions within the TAD scaffold and how they influence each other will undoubtedly shed light on how gene expression is controlled during differentiation and development. Deciphering this functional relationship will be important from an evolutionary perspective as changes within CREs or their scaffolds could result in gene expression changes. Future research will benefit from technical improvements in identifying CREs and capturing chromatin conformations in high resolution and in small cell populations from broader taxonomic samplings. 
